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What clients/Students have to say:
My work with Linda has proven valuable beyond measure and goes way beyond simple energy "leaks". Linda's
insight is uncanny. Her ability to gently guide and probe for clues to where and how I am sabotaging my
potential have resulted in significant breakthroughs. Linda has taught me to look for answers within – which
will save me thousands of dollars in programs that sound like "just what I need" - and provided tools and
guidance in how to look within. - Nancy Banner, New Mexico
“I love Linda’s practical and straight-forward approach. She manages to avoid all the fluff and hype and shares
information that is easy to understand and apply. Linda is both knowledgeable and intuitive. She has a
wonderful ability to identify what’s important and to identify the most effective strategy for the situation. Linda
helps you achieve optimum results quickly and easily.” - Rebecca Rengo, Missouri
“When I first came to Linda I was in a state of chaos. Everything seemed like it was in turmoil to different
degrees, my house, my marriage, my business. After coaching from Linda, things began to change in small
ways. My life wasn’t so chaotic. I became clearer on what I needed to do and who I needed to be to make things
change and that I was fully capable of making those changes in my life if I set my mind to it. I had a new way of
looking at my life and really started to see progress. My relationship with my husband is much healthier now as
I was ready to throw in the towel...I was so angry. My business had its biggest quarter ever and continues to
thrive in a not so great economy and my house is a much more enjoyable place to be. I can’t say enough about
Linda’s coaching. She is phenomenal and won’t allow you to “stay small” for long!” -Shannon Hamrick,
Idaho
"Linda's programs are life changing. When I became aware of the energy force around me, it changed how I
looked at every situation in business and in life. Linda has a beautiful way of explaining how to do this without
taking away from anyone. RUN don't walk to sign up for any of her courses on energy." - Patricia Noel Drain,
Arizona

“Linda is so authentic and amazing. She can help you overcome stuck places and move to an energetic clarity.
Her programs can and will transform your life.” - Judy Helm Wright, Montana

“When I first meet Linda I was only surviving my life not living it. After working with Linda I now feel like I
am in control of my life and that I am living my life not just surviving it. Thanks Linda for helping me find my
voice.” -Dawna Ray, Idaho
“Thanks, Linda, for the fantastic coaching sessions. You have this brilliant ability to look at a situation from a
completely new perspective... and kindly point out the issues from an angle I never saw before. You always have
advice for me that I can't seem to find on my own or from other experts, no matter how much I think about it or
work on it. I appreciate all your help!” -Julie Hood, Missouri
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